Reproducibility of human sperm DNA measurements using the alkaline single cell gel electrophoresis assay.
The single cell gel electrophoresis (SCGE) assay is a simple visual technique used to assess DNA integrity in individual cells by measuring damage reflected as strand breaks under alkaline conditions. Cells are embedded in agarose on glass slides followed by lysis of the cell membranes after which damaged DNA strands are electrophoresed away from the nucleus towards the anode and deposited to one side giving the appearance of a tail. DNA damage may be measured by assessing the relative amounts of DNA remaining in the head as opposed to those strands which have formed the tail. The assay has been used to determine DNA quality in human sperm (Hughes, C.M., S.E.M. Lewis, V.J. McKelvey-Martin, W. Thompson, A comparison of baseline and induced DNA damage in human sperm from fertile and infertile man, using a modified comet assay. Mol. Human Reprod., in press) by measuring fifty cells on one slide for each individual. Coefficients of variation between three control slides prepared for ten individuals were less than 4% and less than 9% for three slides prepared using irradiated sperm. Ten readings of fifty sperm each from a single slide showed a coefficient of variation of less than 6% for ten individuals studied. These results indicate that the measurement of fifty sperm from a single slide is sufficient to assess the DNA damage within a sperm population. Coefficients of variation of less than 5.4% for repeated analysis of individual cells were obtained which demonstrates the reproducibility of the image analysis software.